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President’s Message 
By Dave Trahan 
Deerfield, New Hampshire  

How Heroes Are Made

HuntView  maps for Astro® dog 
tracking systems now cover more 

states. Get exclusive BirdsEye
Satellite Imagery and TOPO U.S. 

24k mapping with more detail,
including public/private land

boundaries for 32 states and more.
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When you see better,
you hunt better.
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Most of you may not know that I had severe accident in 
August. I am doing fine, but I am sad to say, “No bird 
hunting for a while.” The accident happened when I 

was on my way to the range with one of our NAVHDA young 
men. He was one of the “youth day” members from last year and 
has been working off his training fees by helping me around the 
kennel. His name is Wyatt Andersen and he has a young Griffon, 
Emmie. They are working towards her utility title. Wyatt is also 
a Type 1, Insulin Dependent diabetic. When he started with me, 
I was paying careful attention to him—making sure he checked 
his blood sugar and ate properly to maintain proper levels. How 
quickly roles reverse!

We had been working many dogs the entire day for 
utility water work. After a typical hot summer day, I 
asked Wyatt if he wanted to come to the range and 
shoot some targets with me. He called his parents and 
they said it would be fine. We finished cleaning all the 
kennels and feeding all the dogs. Then we ordered a 
couple of grinders (New England sandwiches) to pick 
up on the way to the range. 

After picking up the grinders, we started to leave the 
parking lot and I saw Wyatt buckle up his seat-belt. At 

that same moment I was also hearing the “beeping sound” from 
the truck. I reached for my seat-belt after seeing Wyatt put his on. 
His habitual “reminder” made me snap mine in place.

Very soon after that, we were involved in an accident in which 
I sustained severe bodily injury—so bad that it put me “out” for 
this year’s hunting season and my guiding season. If it was not for 
Wyatt “clicking” his seat-belt and reminding me to put mine on, 
I wouldn’t be writing this message. My co-pilot saved my life! 
I will never forget him. Wyatt may not know it, but he’s part of 
the NAVHDA “family” now. When the news came out that I was 
hurt in an accident, not only my family but my extended family 

through the organization reached out and told my wife 
that, whatever she needed, they would be there for her. 

I want to thank everybody who called and wish me 
the best of health and especially thank Wyatt for sav-
ing my life! Wyatt suffered a slight concussion, but, 
in spite of it, he and others were able to care for  me 
at the wreck. I’ll never be able to repay him—other 
than with my friendship. To me, he truly became a 
man that day. 

With youth of this quality coming up in NAVHDA, 
our future is in very, very good hands! 
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About The Cover

Teaching and Learning,   

The third annual Yankee Chapter NAVHDA Apprentice Hunter Program was 
held in July, once again filling a treasure chest full of memories, new friends 
and knowledge about bird dogs, hunting, shooting and outdoor survival. Each 

of the eight campers was paired with an adult Yankee chapter member and a NAVH-
DA dog. Over three days they worked and played together forming the bond so many 
of us have discovered through NAVHDA. The highlight of the weekend was each 
camper going on a chukar hunt with his or her mentor, shooting over their partner 
dog, then cleaning the birds and enjoying a great lunch of chukar mcnuggets. 

The NAHP camp proves what can be accomplished when chapter volunteers, 
youths with a keen interest in hunting, experienced outdoor instructors, well trained 
dogs, and generous sponsors intersect with a mission to educate young people in out-
door skills and foster the love of hunting with versatile dogs.  

Mentors and Youth…
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By Nancy Anisfield
Contributing Editor
Photos By Nancy Anisfield & Ella Carter

WITH DOGS!Mentors and Youth…

Sharing, bonding, challenges...success. 

Sharing... 
NAHP kids shared the classic games of Red Light Green 
Light and Limbo with their dogs. With their mentors, they 
shared the challenge of the hunt. With the group, they took 
to the woods to play Hunters and Rabbits, a game of evasion 
and pursuit. And then there were bonus moments involving 
water balloons, a “Not Your Normal” game show quiz, after-
noon swims and treats from the ice cream lady.
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Bonding... 
Together, the campers dissected game birds, wove survival bracelets 
and built an almost waterproof debris shelter. As the mentors and assis-
tant youth counselors showed the campers how to handle and commu-
nicate with their dogs, bonds between youth, adult and dog grew strong.
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Challenges... 
Navigating by compass, hitting skeet 
clays, keeping the dogs cool, duck 
calling, starting a fire with flint and 
timber, search and rescue, safe gun 
handling, tracking a big “buck,” 
teaching a dog to hold a cracker, and 
shooting a flushed chukar partridge.

Success... 
was best stated by Benjamin Franklin: 
“Tell me and I forget. 
Teach me and I remember. 
Involve me and I learn.”  
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By Jake Bartells
Perkasie, PennsylvaniaON THE 

RIGHT TRACK
The Versatile, Versatile Dog

RICK HOLT © 2017

If you need to search lily-pad infested waters for ducks, track 
a wounded bird, heel on command, or simply ‘find birds’ in 
a field of alfalfa; a versatile dog has you covered. This we 

know. We also know NAVHDA is the ‘cream of the crop’ test-
ing venue to prove that versatility—but should that be the end 
of the line for our versatile works of art?

No way!
I’ve handled dogs in varying levels of NAVHDA, AKC, UKC 

field trials, National Bird Dog Challenge events, and one Ger-
man DD test. I’m even about to endeavor on some horseback 
trials, and would welcome the opportunity to participate in 
some of the AKC water tests and retriever trials. I know there 
are many others who also compete in obedience, dock diving, 
agility, and various other events outside the hunting dog arena.

When I attend these events, I’m usually quickly labeled ‘the 
NAVHDA guy.’ Something I’m sure many of you can relate 
with. It usually doesn’t take long before the age-old one-liners 
come out. NAVHDA’s dogs are ‘just robots,’ or that it ‘takes too 
much pressure,’ or ‘I don’t waterfowl hunt, so why would I do 
NAVHDA?’ Obviously most people reading this don’t believe 
this is true. Interestingly, I’ve found myself, seconds later, say-
ing how field trial dogs are out of control, and they only want 
dogs who ‘run away with style.’ We believe that somehow our 
preconceived notions of these other events are not ridiculous. 
As quickly as I have been able to disprove their perception of 
what a NAVHDA dog looks like, they have been able to dis-
prove mine.

After I got my first dog through the Invitational, I was no-
where near ready to hang up her whistle. I own Epagneul Bret-
ons (EB’s or French Brittanys), and decided to join their breed 

club. UKC field trials are their 
proving grounds, so off to Geor-
gia I went with my little VC for 
their National Conclave.

Four days and five runs later, 
Ellie earned her UKC Trialer title.

So what, right? Well, these 
trials specifically judge not only 
field proficiency and style, but 
also gait. Does the dog run like 
an EB should? Point with the 
appropriate style set? Is it built 
like an EB should be built? That 
is something I have never been 
exposed to, and it is a very im-
portant element to the advancement of a dog breed.

Individual breed clubs, and many field trials help you better 
evaluate your dog with reference to its breed standards. Dif-
ferent from hunt tests were minimum standards need to be met 
for a particular prize, in field trials once the minimum set of 
standards are met, each dog is then critiqued to a level in which 
they are ranked first, reserve and so on. It’s a great way of see-
ing where your dog ranks amongst the breed, or even in mixed 
breed trials.

While an increasing number of breeders use the NAVHDA 
test records to make informed breeding decisions, conforma-
tion to the breed standard is not included in the examination 
of physical characteristics at a NAVHDA test—this would re-
quire that every judge understand details of every breed within 
NAVHDA and thus is essentially impossible. The attitude of 
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DANE SMITH © 2017

those who believe conformation is irrelevant is, in my opinion, 
wildly irresponsible. This is a very valuable feature of breed 
clubs—assessment of the extent to which any dog conforms 
to the standard of that particular breed. A dog’s conformation 
allows them to have a longer life free of

both physical ailments and illness related complications. 
This, in turn, lets them hunt for you long into their upper years. 
We invest a lot into our dogs; physically, emotionally and fi-
nancially. The longer they are able to perform and the less in-
juries and illnesses they have, the better for dog, owner, and 
the breed.

The opportunity to participate in wild bird trials can also add 
an element that isn’t present in NAVHDA. Dogs act differently 
around wild birds. They learn the game of hand-planted chu-
kars, and although you lose the aspect of evaluating retrieves, 

you gain the intensity and unknowing nature of what’s ahead. 
I’ve had my dogs point large coveys of 50-plus quail in wild 
trials. It also puts your hunting experience to the test when you 
are able to locate the cover with the highest probability of hold-
ing game. After all, no finds equals no placement.

My experience with the bird dog challenge circuit was differ-
ent. Though I think it was a lousy evaluation of a hunting dog, 
it sure is an adrenaline rush and real test of you and your dog’s 
chemistry. Running a three to five bird sequence in two to four 
minutes, where all the birds must be pointed and retrieved and 
the pressure is on your shoulders to shoot with minimum shots, 
sure puts to the test the trust and confidence dog and handler 
have for one another.

NAVHDA testing is complete for your dog once you reach 
the VC level. There’s nothing left to prove, but that doesn’t 

JAY HOTH © 2017
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NAVHDA/AKC GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTER PUPPIES
VC KONIG’S JIMDANDY MH, “DOC” x LAKE MONROE’S FRESHWATER PEARL, NA Prize I, AKC Junior Title, “Pearl”

12 Puppies: Six Females/Six Males

**********************SPECIAL LLOYD BRACKETT LINE BREEDING**********************
between two awesome Shooting Starr line-bred dogs. Sire of the Sire is the same dog as the 

Grandsire of the Dam.  This is FC/AFC/VC Thunderheads Hot Pursuit MH a.k.a. “Chase.”  
This is the first true line-breeding done on Chase and should produce outstanding pups!

Deposit required to reserve a puppy for pick at 8 weeks (around September 28)

All puppies will have NAVHDA registration paid, AKC papers provided, micro-chipped, 
their first series of vaccinations, dewormed, tails docked, dew claws removed.

Contact: Louie Kitcoff • Lake Monroe Kennels • (317)-407-7139 (phone/text) • Email: kitcoff@bluemarble.net

Doc on point!
A day in the 
field with Pearl

A group of knowledgeable judges and trainers has been assem-
bled and are available to answer your questions about training 
and testing. The topic will vary each month based on the ques-
tions we receive from our VHD readers. Please send your ques-
tions to the NAVHDA Office at navoffice@navhda.org with “On 
the Right Track” in the subject line. 

mean our dogs still don’t want to perform. These dif-
ferent testing venues help to continue your journey 
with your dog. They make your bond stronger when 
you can successfully (and even if they aren’t so suc-
cessful!) train for and accomplish additional titles 
from other venues.

Among the most rewarding aspects of NAVHDA 
are the life-long relationships that are made, and the 
equal number ready to be made in each additional 
venue you choose to participate in. Sadly, many of 
the dogs will come and go, but those friendships will 
carry on.

There is certainly no perfect system or venue, but 
if you ask this ‘NAVHDA guy’ you will always hear 
me say that I believe the NAVHDA system is the 
single greatest evaluation of a hunting dog’s abili-
ties. But, the other venues should never be written 
off and should, instead, be embraced and used as a 
complement to their NAVHDA titles.

Jake Bartells has been a 
NAVHDA member since 2008 
and is a resident of Eastern 
Pennsylvania. Jake is best 
known for being a medio-
cre trainer of inferior, small 
French-bred dogs. That, and 
having a sense of humor. 
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GOING ZEN 

As the test weekend approached, I thought, “Okay, my 
dog is ready; am I?” All the gear—whistle, water bottle, 
leash—is packed; what am I missing? My confidence! I 

don’t know if we are ready for the Natural Ability test. 
The NA test focuses on the desirable and inherent traits of a 

versatile hunting dog. I was confident that she was bred from good 
hunting dogs. I felt as if this should be easy. I had run an NA dog 
five years ago, and that dog had prized. However, that test day had 
been difficult for me because I was nervous. 

I wanted this experience to be different. I wanted to have the fun 
that my dog and I have when we train or hunt. I set out to get my 
nerves under control so both of us could relax and enjoy the ex-
perience. To mentally prepare, I conducted my internal inventory: 
dog is exposed to and enjoys finding birds and points reliably...
check. Dog exposed to water and swims confidently to retrieve a 
bumper...check. Dog recognizes what to do when shown a pheas-
ant feather pile and has reliably used the nose in a track...check. 

Handler (me!) has read the “Aims” book, understands the se-
quencing of events and knows what the judging team is looking 
for from my dog...check. Handler and dog have worked together 
as a team in a variety of situations and dog reliably responds to 
directions from handler...well, half-check! 

The internal inventory was important for me to create a peace-
ful, anxiety-free state of mind. My next goal was to imagine all 
the things that could go wrong during the test and then picture 
myself relaxing, even laughing, through those challenges. When 
it was “go time,” as I walked up to the line, I planned to employ 

some yoga breathing techniques to further quiet any anxiety that 
might sneak up on me.

On the day of the test, the best thing that happened for me was 
that the judging team told me, “Just go out on a hunt as you always 
do. We are just along for the ride.” Adding to their instructions, I 
told myself to just breathe. I know my dog. I know how she covers 
a field, what happens at bird contact, and what happens when she 
gets birdy. She points—and then chases! I know also how strong 
her desire is, and she will run big and work hard until she gets that 
bird.

Guess what? That’s exactly what happened in the test. She is 
still a puppy, and I anticipated the scenario. Although I was not a 
hundred percent sure how the judges would react, I loved seeing 
her having fun. And when she did come back, I rejoiced in that and 
praised her abundantly! And, I still remembered to breathe!

The water and track also went as expected, and I maintained a 
healthy and relaxed mental state all day.  More important, I did not 
let my anxiety and nerves get in the way of her natural instincts. 
When I stopped to breathe, she knew we were in a safe situation. 
By keeping myself calm and breathing, I kept my puppy on-task, 
happy, and confident in her abilities.

The results of the test aren’t important. Oh, okay; if you must 
know, she scored a Prize I, 112 points! Truly important, I kept 
breathing and having fun. She might have scored just as highly if I 
had been tense all day, but my stress might have given her different 
signals. One thing is for sure: Breathing and staying calm in the 
moment made my day more fun!

Women’s Wisdom
By Wight Greger
Oxford, North Carolina

It’s all in your head. 
Really.
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NOSE
By Justin Mann
Marseilles, Illinois

As you and your dog pace through an 
overgrown ditch, the grass in front 
of you explodes with life. A roost-

er takes to the air to avoid your pursuit. 
You are quick on the draw and take aim, 
but your shot does not produce the results 
you were hoping for. The bird sails off 50 
yards ahead and hits the ground running. 
The Chase has just begun. From your van-
tage point you were able to see where it 
fell. You quickly lead your dog to that spot, 
but that bird is likely on its way to the next 
county. At this point is when all of your 
time spent training this dog becomes valu-
able. Hopefully you have spent as much 
time with the dog’s nose as you did with 
his fancy footwork.

There is actually science behind a how 
much you should trust your dog’s nose. 
Studies show that a dog’s sense of smell is 
up to 40 times greater than ours. In fact, a 
dogs olfactory system is 10,000 times more 
acute than ours—meaning they are able to 
separate many odors at the same time and 
detect the one that they are looking for.

Your dog’s nose is probably the most 
useful tool you can take to the field. In or-
der to utilize their noses more effectively, 
some dogs need training. Training on how 
to use the scent they pick up on the ground, 
and follow it with their nose instead of their 
eyes. This is where you come in. 

Every other person you talk to has a dif-
ferent way of training for a track. As long as 
you find an effective way, the end result is 

the same. The way I like to train it is through 
building confidence in the dog that his nose 
is the only way to find the reward. This can 
be started as early as 10 weeks old. I like 
to call this “hide and seek.” Start by hiding 
treats in your house under corners of rugs, 
behind couches, or wherever you can find 
good hiding places. The important part is 
that the dog can smell it, but not see it. Lead 
the dog around, walking past spots where 
the treats are hidden. He should pick up the 
smell of the treats and quickly turn to locate 
them. You have just taught the dog that if he 
uses his nose he will find a reward. 

Next step is trailing a scent. This can be 
done early on in the house with soft treats 
as well. With the dog out of sight, take a 
soft treat and leave a scent trail by dragging 
it from one spot to another. Make sure that 
in the end the treat is hidden somewhere 
that is easy to find but is out of sight. Start 
short—maybe 10 feet—you want the dog 
to be successful every time he does this. 
Next, lead him to the spot where you start-
ed the trail. Go to your knees and put your 
hand in front of the dog’s nose. Your hand 
has the odor of that treat that he wants. Lay 
your hand on the ground, allowing him to 
follow it to the trail you just laid. Puppies 
will do two things based on their natural 
ability—either take off, nose down, along 
that trail across the living room floor, or put 
their head up and look around wanting to 
search with their eyes. If the pup does not 
pick up on the fact that he needs to keep 

training
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his head down and follow the trail, then put 
him on a leash and start over on the same 
trail. Never force his head down. Instead, 
allow the puppy to follow your hand to the 
trail in front of him. If he takes a step with 
his nose down take a step with him. If he 
lifts his head, stop and put pressure on the 
leash so that he cannot advance without 
lowering his head. Wait until he drops his 
head again on his own and then release the 
pressure, letting him advance. Repeat this 
step until the puppy knows the only way to 

get to that reward is by using its nose in-
stead of its eyes.

Once the puppy is properly introduced 
to birds and showing desire for a bird, it 
is time to move the tracking outside. You 
need to start from the beginning to build his 
confidence again. Start in short grass with 
the bird placed just out of sight, and drag 
the bird along the ground just as you did the 
treat. You can do this with a live bird teth-
ered to a string or with a dead bird. Even 
a bumper with a training scent applied to 

it will work for this. Again, keep him on 
a leash and don’t let him advance until he 
puts his nose down. The puppy will pick up 
where it left off in the house training much 
more quickly this way. After this you can 
progress to harder and harder scent tracks. 
Remember, just like anything else, all dogs 
learns at different speeds.

Spend a little time teaching your dog to 
use its nose more productively and it will 
help you put more birds in the bag the next 
time you go out. 
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Felis Catus, the common house cat, is a hugely popular domesticated pet through-
out the world. They can be found in every country across the globe, in every 
type of ecosystem, and in all climates. Cats are inquisitive, cunning, smart, 

adaptable and extremely resourceful animals that are true survivors. The first records 
of house cats date back to China over 5300 years ago. The Chinese are thought to 
be the first to have domesticated the animal using them for the primary purpose of 
rodent control. The earliest skeletal remains of cats have been unearthed near ancient 
Chinese grain bins and contained the bones of rats and mice. Not much has changed 
with modern cats; they look and behave very much the same as their distant relatives. 
The common house cat, whether they live in a home, or they are free roaming feral 
cats, are also super predators. Other than man, the house cat is widely believed to 
responsible for the extinction, or near extinction, of more species through predation 
than any other animal. Cats are responsible for killing billions of animals every year.
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House cats, by a great margin, are certainly the most popular domesticated animal 
in the United States and across the globe. There are an estimated 600 million cats 
worldwide which includes a US population of over 98 million animals. The number 
of cats has tripled in the last 40 years. An estimated 40% of cats are believed to be 
feral, classified as either being born in the wild, or a cat that has been released, strayed 
or abandoned into the wild. In comparison, the population of dogs in the US hovers 
between 70 and 75 million animals. Cats are unsurpassed breeders, reaching sexual 
maturity at six months of age. It is estimated that a pair of breeding cats could pro-
duce over 350,000 descendants in eight years, if every animal survived. 

Cats are supernatural predators, they can see what humans can’t see, and hear what 
humans can’t hear. Cats see in ultraviolet, they can see the radiated energy given off 
by animals and objects. They can hear in ultrasound, registering sounds too high for 
human hearing. They also understand three dimensional spaces which allow them to 
judge the height of sounds. The cat’s facial whiskers are not there for show, whiskers 
allow them to navigate tight spaces and heavy vegetation at night. In essence cats are 
designed to kill, and kill very effectively. Kittens are taught how to kill by their moth-
ers at a very young age. Mother cats bring them live prey to teach them to hunt. If 
no live prey is available, kittens will figure out on their own how to hunt. They learn 
to stalk patiently and to pounce at just the right moment using their sharp claws and 
teeth to hold and kill prey.

The common house cat differs in many ways from their larger African relatives 
which include animals like leopards and lions. Large cats have a relatively limited 
numbers of animals they will prey on. Their prey would consist mostly of gazelle, 
antelope and other medium sized hooved animals. The common house cat however 
has more than 1,000 animals that are considered prey. House cat prey consists of 
rodents, squirrels, lizards, snakes, birds and amphibians. They have one of the most 
varied predatory diets in all of the animal kingdom. Unlike their larger cat cousins it 
is believed that house cats will kill prey for the sport of it, not necessarily consuming 
any of the animals. This is not new information for people who own cats and allow 
them to go outdoors. Cats who are allowed outdoors routinely bring home animals in 
which they have preyed upon. Scientists believe this behavior goes back prior to do-
mestication where cats are storing their cache to be consumed later, but never actually 
eat the animal. This phenomenon is only recorded for house cats that are fed a steady 
and routine diet by their owners, but are allowed to be outdoors, either some of the 
time or all of the time. A recent study in the UK asked cat owners who allow their pets 
to be outdoors to record how many animals their cats brought home over a specific 

Effects Of 
Cat Predation 
On Wildlife By Mark Whalen

Poolesville, Maryland
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Cats originally were domesticated to 
control rodents, something that they still do 
today on many farms throughout the globe. 
Cats do a really good job in controlling 
mice and young rats. They have little ef-
fect on adult rats, especially the common 
Norway rat, due to the large size of adult 
Norway’s. In the suburbs of Chicago cats 
were actually introduced to help control the 
growing rat populations, the cats performed 
this job extremely well. The downside of 
this experiment was that officials also no-
ticed a sharp decrease in the number of 
small mammals, reptiles and amphibians. 
Cats have also been introduced on many 
Oceanic islands to control booming rat and 
mice populations who made their way to 
these islands on ships. Biologists have dis-
covered a double edged sword in relation to 
island cat populations. 

When cats are removed from these is-
lands the rat populations explode. When 
cats are left on these islands the effects on 
the native ground nesting shore bird pop-
ulation are devastating. On many oceanic 
islands cats have been implicated in the 
extinction of many native ground nesting 
birds including the storm petrel, Lyall’s 
wren and hutias. Biologists are in a quanda-
ry, when cats are introduced to an ecosys-
tem they quickly become entrenched. It is 
almost impossible to eradicate them entire-
ly and just one or two overlooked breeding 
pairs can repopulate in no time based on 
their explosive levels of reproduction.

Another example of cat predation is oc-
curring in the Florida Keys, which is home 
to the endangered Key Largo Wood Rat. 
The KLWR requires very specialized hab-
itat only found in the Keys. They are small 

time period. The study included 86 cats that 
brought home an average of ten animals per 
month. It was estimated that an additional 
five animals per month were preyed upon 
by cats, but not returned home and possi-
bly consumed. These 86 cats preyed upon 
1,290 animals in one month, which would 
calculate to a staggering 15,480 animals in 
a year’s time, from just 86 cats. Although 
there is no way to accurately determine the 
number of animals preyed upon by feral 
cats, but the estimation is believed to four 
to five times the amount of house cats. So, 
the same number of feral cats conservative-
ly would prey upon over 77,000 animals in 
the same one month time frame.

A study by the US Mammal Society in 
1998 from April 1st through August 31st 
studied 986 cats where again, pet owners 
where asked to record not only the number 
of animals that their pets brought home, but 
the species as well. The cats in this study 
returned home with 14,370 animals. Mam-
mals consisted of 69% of the total, birds 
24%, amphibians 4%, reptiles 1%, fish 1%, 
invertebrates 1% and unidentified 1%. With 
these numbers it’s becoming widely known 
by biologists that cats are responsible for 
preying upon billions of animals a year. 
Most of the damage is inflicted by wild or 
feral cats, but house cats also contribute in 
large numbers. There is growing awareness 
that cats can and do drive species to extinc-
tion. Australian scientists have implicated 
cats in 92 extinct, threatened or near threat-
ened species. Smithsonian scientists report 
that house cats and feral cats kill 1.4 billion 
to 3.7 billion birds per year, and an estimat-
ed 6.9 billion to 20.7 billion mammals and 
untold reptiles and amphibians. 

brown rodents with large round brown 
eyes who build intricate multi-level ground 
nests adorned with everything from sharp-
ie caps to coins and soda bottle caps. The 
KLWR has suffered from huge habitat loss 
as housing populations encroach on their 
fragile habitat. The arrival of houses and 
housing developments has also brought a 
large number of house cats, and the KLWR 
is on the menu and proving to be an easy 
target for cats. Officials have declared the 
last remaining KLWR habitat as a sanctu-
ary that is off limits to future development 
of any kind in an effort to save this very 
fragile species. Florida wildlife officials 
recently published numerous public an-
nouncement campaigns imploring cat own-
ers to keep their cats indoors. They are try-
ing to educate the public on the plight of 
the endangered KLWR. Officials are also 
live trapping cats from the sanctuary area 
at alarming rates averaging 4 to 5 cats per 
week. Efforts to control cats in this sanctu-
ary are proving futile and the future of the 
KLWR is not looking good as extinction 
looms over this fragile rodent.

As one might expect this campaign of 
trapping and euthanizing feral cats has 
come with a great deal of anger generated 
by cat owners. Not all the cats trapped are 
feral; some are house cats that spend some 
or all of the time outdoors. Officials con-
tinue to try to educate the public, but the 
program is not working. Obviously wildlife 
officials across the globe are in a quandary 
as to how to handle this growing problem 
cat predation. Cats are much engrained in 
our society; they are owned and loved as 
pets by millions of people who are very 
passionate, as one might expect, for their 
beloved feline companions. They are al-
most impossible to remove from threatened 
ecosystems and they are prolific breeders 
and hunters. Many cat owners are in a state 
of denial when it comes to house cat pre-
dation, some respond by stating that these 
cats are just being cats and they think this 
has little effect on wildlife. The numbers 
of predation and cat induced extinction tell 
a much different story. Only time will tell 
what will happen with the ever growing 
concern of cat predation. Cats are certain-
ly here to stay and the feral cat population 
increases tenfold every year or two which 
only increases the concern of biologists. 
One thing is certain; there will be no easy 
answers and no easy remedies. 
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By Lisa Boyer, DVM
Loomis, California

Ask
Dr. Boyer

Dr. Lisa Boyer is an emergency medicine veterinar-
ian who practices both Western and integrative 
medicine in California. She breeds, trains, hunts and 
shows Wirehaired Pointing Griffons in northern Cal-
ifornia Please contact her at getagriffon@gmail.com. 
She welcomes suggestions for future articles.

SHAKE, RATTLE & ROLL
Understanding Canine Seizures

One of the scariest moments for a pet owner is wit-
nessing your dog having a seizure. At the time, 
there is not much you can do, other than to help 

your dog stay safe during the event, and get them to a 
veterinarian as soon as possible. Some seizures last mo-
ments, others can last hours. Some may start, stop, then 
start again. If this is the first time your dog has had a 
seizure, or if the seizure lasts more than 5-10 minutes 
without stopping, it is important to seek veterinary atten-
tion as soon as possible.

WHAT IS A SEIZURE?
A seizure is an abnormal surge of electrical activity in 
the brain resulting in a physical response. There are two 
main types of seizures: generalized and focal. A gener-
alized seizure involves both sides of the brain affecting 
the entire body. During a generalized seizure, you may 
see tremors/twitching, violent jerking of the body, a loss 
of awareness of the environment, salivation, urination 
and/or defecation. Focal seizures start in one area of the 
brain and usually affect one side or a specific part of the 
body, like a limb or the face. You may see facial twitch-
es, a change in behavior, salivation, vomiting, chewing 
motions or paddling of a limb. The dog may or may not 
be aware of his surroundings. A seizure that starts out as 
focal may lead to a generalized seizure. There are condi-
tions that may mimic a seizure such as severe inner ear 
infections or heart related causes.

WHAT CAUSES SEIZURES?
When we think of causes of seizures, we divide them 
into two categories - (1) reasons inside the brain and (2) 
reasons outside of the brain. “Out of the brain” seizures 
include, but are not limited to nutritional deficiencies, 
toxins, insecticides, moldy foods, hypothyroidism, liver 
disease, kidney disease, certain medications, low blood 
sugar or an adverse reaction to vaccines. “In the brain” 
reasons include epilepsy, head trauma, infection (bacte-
rial, viral, parasitic), tumors or strokes. 

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHY 
THE SEIZURE OCCURRED?
In order to determine which of these categories is more 
likely, your veterinarian will take detailed history of 
your pet regarding vaccinations, travel, tick exposure, 
medications, diet, potential toxin exposure and what 
events and activities led up to the seizure. In addition, 
most veterinarians will ask that a complete blood cell 
count, chemistry panel and urinalysis be run at the time 
of the seizure rule out the “out of the brain” reasons. If 
the blood work and urinalysis do not show any signs of 
disease, depending upon the age of your dog, certain di-
agnoses are more likely than others.
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If your dog is less than one year of age, he may have a con-
genital abnormality that is causes the seizures. If he is between 
one and five years of age, canine epilepsy may be diagnosed. 
Finally, if your dog is older than five years of age, further work-
up, including a cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) tap, may be needed as 
well as an MRI to determine the cause. These age ranges are not 
absolute, but help to hone in on a potential diagnosis.

WHAT IS THE MOST COMMON CAUSE 
OF SEIZURES IN A YOUNG DOG?
Repeated seizures in a dog between 1-5 years old with no lab 
abnormalities is likely caused by “Idiopathic Epilepsy” which 
means epilepsy without a known underlying cause. Idiopathic 
epilepsy is the most common cause of neurologic disease in 
dogs with an estimate of up to 4% of all dogs affected. Esti-
mates within certain breeds can be as high as 14% of all dogs 
affected due the hereditary basis for the disease. There are cur-
rently 26 dog breeds that have shown at least some evidence of 
inherited epilepsy. Recent research with Lagotto Romagnolo 
dogs has led to the identification of a gene that is similar to a 
known gene in humans that causes epilepsy. Some researchers 
have also used the similarity between human and dog genes 
to predict which type of treatment would be most effective in 
some dog breeds.

WHEN DO I NEED TO CONSULT A VETERINARIAN?
If a seizure lasts more than 5-10 minutes, start heading towards 
your emergency veterinary clinic. The longer a seizure lasts, the 
greater the risk of permanent brain injury. During a seizure, the 
body temperature may rise, also contributing to complications. 
If your pet has had repeated seizures (three or more seizures in a 
day) or more than three seizures in a year, they need to be seen 
and treated. Dogs do not “swallow their tongue” during a sei-
zure. Do not put your hands or any other item in the dog’s mouth 
while they are seizing.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER A SEIZURE STOPS?
Prior to a seizure occurring, you may notice a behavior change in 
your pet. He may get more clingy or anxious. After a seizure, there 
is what is known as the “post-ictal period.” Some pets will lay 
motionless for a while, some may stagger or appear disoriented, 
some may appear blind or bump into things or behave aggressive-
ly. Some pets snap back to normal after a seizure with little to no 
post-ictal period. In others, this period can last for up to a day. 
Usually, signs begin to resolve in a few hours after the seizure.

HOW ARE SEIZURES TREATED?
Treatment for a seizure depends upon the underlying cause. If your 
pet is having a seizure when they arrive at the veterinarian, a med-
ication called Diazepam (Valium) may be administered to stop the 
seizure. In some cases, additional medication may be needed. 

If there is a disease causing the seizure, treating or curing the 
disease will hopefully resolve the issue. If this is the first time the 

dog has had a seizure, oftentimes no treatment will be initiated. 
Sometimes dogs have one seizure and never have one again. In 
the case of repeated seizures, treatment is necessary. With “in the 
brain” causes like epilepsy and some out of the brain causes, we 
use anti-epileptic medications to control the seizures. In most 
cases, the medication is needed for the life of the dog. The goal 
is to decrease the frequency and severity of the seizures. It may 
take some time to figure out the right medication, or combination 
of medications needed to control seizures. Common medications 
used to treat seizures in dogs include:

• Phenobarbital
• Potassium Bromide
• Diazepam
• Zonisamide
• Gabapentin
• Levetiracetam (Keppra)
• Felbamate

As with any medication, the risk of leaving the seizures untreated 
versus the medication risk must be considered by your veterinar-
ian. Sometimes, you need more than one medication to control 
seizures. Many of these medications are relatively inexpensive 
and can dramatically improve the quality of life of the dog and the 
owner. Some of these medications require follow-up lab work to 
ensure that therapeutic levels of the medication have been reached. 
You should never start and then stop an anti-seizure medication 
without consulting your veterinarian. 

WHAT ELSE CAN I DO FOR MY PET?
In order to partner with your veterinarian, keep a notebook or jour-
nal that details each time your dog has a seizure, how long it lasts, 
what was happening before the seizure and what diet and medica-
tions your pet has been taking. By writing things down at the time, 
you can help your veterinarian identify patterns and determine 
what else can be done to control the seizures.

Do keep regular rechecks with your veterinarian as prescribed. 
Usually, twice yearly exams are needed to ensure that seizures stay 
in check.

Alternative therapies like acupuncture, herbs and supplements 
are not a substitute for anti-seizure medications. Acupuncture 
alone has not been shown to provide sufficient anti-seizure effi-
cacy. Additionally, some supplements or herbs may increase the 
likelihood of seizures. 

ARE THERE ANY GOOD RESOURCES 
OUT THERE FOR ME TO READ?
The American Kennel Club Canine Health Foundation has placed 
a special emphasis on research grants regarding canine neurologic 
disease, especially epilepsy. Their website, www.akcchf.org has 
information regarding on-going research. In addition, canine-epi-
lepsy.net has an excellent review of epilepsy in dogs and provides 
advice for pet owners. Finally, vetvine.com has webinars and re-
sources in their library available at no charge to pet owners.
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INSURANCE
Background for U.S. Chapters
During the 2017 Annual Meeting some questions were raised regard-
ing whether or not we could find cheaper insurance elsewhere. In ad-
dition, there seemed to be a general misunderstanding amongst the 
membership as to what our policy does and does not cover. Hopefully, 
this article will help answer those questions.

What does the NAVHDA insurance policy cover?
The insurance policy covering the individual chapters is a general lia-
bility policy. It provides protection for liability claims or lawsuits made 
against chapter members, the chapter, and NAVHDA International.

What does this mean, how does this work?
This is somewhat of an over simplification, but hopefully this will 
explain why this coverage is necessary. Clearly, the thing we would all 
be most worried about is an accidental shooting incident. Our testing 
events involve guns, live ammunition, people and dogs in sometimes 
intense and stressful situations. Let’s say you are a gunner, and, God 
forbid, you accidentally shoot someone in the gallery and seriously 
injure them.

What will happen is that individual will almost certainly file a lawsuit 
against you, the chapter, anyone else in charge of the event, the gun 
manufacturer, the ammo manufacturer, NAVHDA International, and 
almost any other individual or entity they might feel is responsible 
for the incident. They will claim hundreds of thousands of dollars, or 
perhaps millions of dollars, in damages for medical expenses, lost 
wages, and pain and suffering. The NAVHDA insurance policy provides 
up to $1,000,000.00 of coverage to pay for this claim in the event of a 
settlement or jury verdict. In addition, it also covers the legal fees to 
defend you. In essence, this is protection that you can absolutely not 
afford to not have.

Is the premium reasonable and why don’t we shop 
for cheaper coverage?
Let’s put our chapter insurance costs into perspective. In the U.S., 
insurance costs each chapter $555.50 per year at the current rate. 
As of this writing, there are 73 active chapters in the U.S., rep-
resenting 5,655 members. If you assume that an “average” sized 
chapter would have 78 members in it, the annual cost for insurance 
for each member comes to just $7.12 for $1,000,000.00 dollars of 
liability coverage.  Granted, the actual cost per member depends 
upon the number of members in a chapter. However, the cost for 
a small chapter, with, for example, only 15 members, would still 
be only $37.00 each. If you compare this amount to what you pay 
each year for your automobile and homeowner insurance, both of 

which include liability insurance, it’s easy to see that the premium 
amount is, in actuality, very reasonable.

There are other factors to consider. NAVHDA has a very long history 
of never having had a claim made against its insurance policy of any 
consequence. This history helps keep our rates down. Our current 
insurance carrier is willing to keep insuring us because of this history. 
A potential new insurance carrier will not have this same risk tolerance 
toward NAVHDA. 

The importance of being a member
In order to be insured by this policy, you must be a member of the 
chapter. As a member of the chapter, you essentially become a policy-
holder. You therefore have liability protection against any non-chapter 
member (third party) you might accidentally injure at a chapter event. 
You also have protection against any chapter member who might 
attempt to make a liability claim against you, but, in a different way. 
As a chapter member you cannot make a claim against the policy 
because, again, you are essentially a policyholder. You cannot make a 
claim against yourself. Same way as you can’t crash your car into a tree 
and sue yourself for your own negligence.

Other considerations
That brings us to what this policy does not cover. This policy does 
not provide for any first party coverage. So, for example, if you were 
injured, there is no coverage for your medical bills. You would have to 
have health insurance to cover those costs. If your vehicle was some-
how damaged at a chapter event, you would need an automobile 
policy with collision or comprehensive coverage to cover those costs. 
Remember, this is a liability only policy to protect you against claims 
made by third parties (non-chapter members).

Also, it’s important that chapters keep accurate and up to date 
records of who is a member and who is not. In the event of a lawsuit, 
that could wind up being a key factor in who has coverage and who 
does not.

Having a homeowner’s or renter’s insurance policy of your own may 
also be a factor. In the event of a lawsuit against you, you would likely be 
sued both as a chapter member and personally. Most homeowner’s and 
renter’s policies also provide liability coverage. Depending upon the 
specifics of a lawsuit and/or the laws of your state, your personal policy 
could provide additional primary or excess liability coverage for you. 

Finally, there is a clause in the policy requiring that any shotgun am-
munition used at a chapter event must not be reloads or handloads. 
Failure to comply with this could be cause for the insurance company 
to deny coverage. 

101
A Closer Look
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Considerations for Canadian Chapters
The purchasing of insurance can be a stressful thing, what are your 
risks that need to be covered, do you have the coverage you need, 
do you even know what coverage you need? Why even bother to 
purchase insurance? 

In this article we will attempt to explain some of the aspects of 
insurance and the insurance policy. Hopefully this will help you make 
better informed decision about selecting and purchasing insurance 
coverage for your chapter and its members.

It should be noted that although we are the North American 
Versatile Hunting Dog Association, when it comes to insurance the 
American chapters and Canadian chapters do not approach insurance 
coverage in the same way. The American chapters all sign on to a sin-
gle insurance policy that is purchased by the National Office, and each 
chapter pays a fee to be included in that single policy. In Canada, each 
chapter is responsible for purchasing the insurance coverage for their 
own chapter. There is no single policy that covers all the Canadian 
chapters.

The number one reason for purchasing insurance is to protect 
your chapter and its members financially. At the very basic level of 
understanding, by purchasing an insurance policy you are taking the 
risk of your chapter or its members causing a loss and transferring that 
risk through the insurance contract (policy) to the insurance company. 
In other words, if somebody gets injured or property is damaged, the 
insurance company will pay for the loss.

Risk is defined as anything that could cost you money and it can be 
broken down into four categories: 1) Property loss; 2) Liability loss; 3) 
Personnel Loss; 4) Income loss. For our purposes we will be looking at 
only Liability loss.

In relationship to Liability loss the risk management process would 
begin by understanding what activities your chapter organizes and 
where do those activities take place. As a NAVHDA chapter, some of 
your activities may include:

• Training days, trials, annual general meeting, social gatherings 
like dinners, lunches and hunts, hosting events like Junior Han-
dler days.

• These activities may include firearms, invited guests, alcohol, 
vehicles.

• These activities could take place on private property, public lands 
or on the water.

When purchasing insurance it is very important that the insurance 
company understands the full extent of your activities. The Who, 
What, When and Where of your activities. It should be documented 
that you disclosed your activities to the insurance company and they 
understood they were providing coverage for those activities.

In simplest terms, an insurance policy is made up of three sections:
• Declaration page – this primarily spells out who is insured, who 

the broker and insurance company are, the duration of the policy 
period, the cost or premium and is signed by various authorized 
administrators.

• The Schedule of coverage – This primarily spells out what cover-
age is provided by the policy and what deductible and limits are 
being provided.

• The Wordings – This is the details of the insurance contract and 
spells out what is covered in detail, what is excluded, provides 
definitions and meanings of specific terms within the policy. It 
also spells out the responsibilities of each party to the contract in 
certain circumstances, like a loss.

It is important that your chapter is named or defined as an Insured 
within the policy either on the declaration page or defined in the 
wordings. For example many of the Canadian chapters sign on to the 
National Firearms Association (NFA) insurance policy. That policy is 
providing insurance for those named on the policy or affiliates of the 
NFA Association. Therefore if you are not named on the policy and not 
an affiliate of the NFA Association then that policy would not provide 
any insurance coverage for your chapter or its members.

As a NAVHDA chapter you may want to consider having some or all of 
the following coverage on your schedule of coverage:

• Third Party Liability coverage for property damage and bodily 
injury.

• Participants Liability coverage – This provides coverage for par-
ticipants at your events if they suffer a bodily injury loss and sue 
the Chapter. Note: Our understanding is that the NFA policy does 
provide this coverage.

• Tenants Legal Liability – covers property loss for space that you 
are occupying. It is important that you have enough limit to cover 
the cost to replace the space should there be a complete loss. For 
example, if you rent a gym to train in during the winter and you 
cause property damage to the gym the cost could be extensive.

• Host Liquor Liability – coverage for any loss that may occur due to 
having alcohol at an event

• Personal and Advertising Injury – your publications have mis-
spoke or offended somebody

• Medical Payments – This is a no fault coverage to cover the cost 
of ambulances or other medical expenses that may need to be 
incurred

• Non-owned Auto – Covers the chapter if somebody is using their 
personal vehicle on chapter business and causes a loss and the 
chapter gets dragged into the lawsuit.

• Forest Fire Expenses – covers costs a fire department may charge 
for being called to a forest fire.

Note: this is by no means a complete list of liability coverage that is 
available or that you may want to consider.
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Spicy Venison
and

Sauerkraut

Help fellow NAVHDA members eat what we hunt by 
sending in your recipes! Email your recipe and photo to the 

NAVHDA Office at navoffice@navhda.org with 
“Full Circle Fare” in the subject line. 

FULL 
CIRCLE 

FARE By Rachelle Frasier
Lodi, Wisconsin
huntingnerd.com

Ingredients
• 1 lb venison loin
• ½ tsp oil
• 1 clove garlic, chopped
• ¼ white onion, chopped
• ½ cup sauerkraut
• 4 Thai hot peppers, chopped
• ¼ cup beef broth
• Salt and pepper
• ½ tsp paprika
• ½ tsp granulated garlic
• ½ tsp cayenne pepper
• ½ tsp bacon fat

Instructions
• In a saucepan heat ½ tsp oil. Add onion and garlic. 

Cook until fragrant, 1-3 minutes.
• Add sauerkraut, Thai peppers and beef broth, bring 

to a simmer.
• Sprinkle salt, pepper, paprika, granulated garlic, and 

cayenne pepper evenly on both sides of the loin.
• Heat ½ tsp bacon fat in a cast iron pan. Sear loin on 

both sides, 1-2 minutes.
• Add loin to the sauerkraut mixture. Cover and sim-

mer on low for 10-20 minutes.

Coffee Sauce
• ½ tsp oil
• ¼ white onion, chopped
• 1 clove garlic, chopped
• 1 ½ cup beef broth
• ½ cup brewed coffee
• ¼ tsp cayenne pepper

• While loin is cooking, heat 1/2 tsp oil in a sauce pan and add remain-
ing garlic and onion, cooking until fragrant, 1-3 minutes.
• Add beef broth, coffee, cayenne pepper and salt and pepper to taste 
to the sauce pan. Bring to a fast simmer.
• Allow to cook, uncovered, until reduced by half. Stir frequently.

Serve loin on top of sauerkraut and drizzle coffee sauce on top.

Note: This dish has a heat that sneaks up on you, so you can cut back or 
eliminate the Thai peppers to lower the heat factor. 
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THE RUFFED GROUSE SOCIETY – 
PRESERVING FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS:

HEALTHY FORESTS
ABUNDANT WILDLIFE

SPORTING TRADITIONS
Join Today!
RuffedGrouseSociety.Org
1-888-564-6747

Photo by Nancy Anisfi eld

Deutsch Kurzhaar has provided the foot hunter with a powerful 
versatile hunting partner, developed through a performance based 
testing system and breeding program that enhance the overall 
conformation set forth by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband.
 Visit our website at WWW.NADKC.ORG to learn more about a perfect 
blend of trainability, versatility and desire in your next hunting dog.

Contact one of the many breeders in your area to 
discuss all the benefits of the Deutsch Kurzhaar.

Like us and follow us on Facebook at 
North American Deutsch Kurzhaar Club.

DEUTSCH KURZHAAR

The Original 
German Shorthair
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Kennel Name Applications 

These applications for registration of kennel names have been 
received by the NAVHDA Registry. Any objections must be written 
and submitted to Steve Brodeur, Registrar, NAVHDA, PO Box 520, 
Arlington Hts, IL 60006, on or before October 1, 2017. To obtain 
registration forms, write the Registrar at the above address or go to 
www.navhda.org. 

Kennel Name Breed Owners

And some other important stuff 
you really should think about reading... 
Be sure to send in your litter or dog’s registration early. If a dog is 
not registered, it will not be allowed to run in any NAVHDA tests.

To all members: please keep your contact and mailing information 
up to date.  Email the international office at navoffice@navhda.org 
with any changes.

The International office is having problems reading many of the 
application requests for both registry and membership. Please type 
the application or write clearly, as this is very time consuming. 
Also, when attaching documents to the International office email for 
registrations, please attach a pdf file. Look at what you are attach-
ing before sending, because the office is having problems getting 
blank applications, and the attachments are not readable. The files 
need to be 8”x11,” and not dark. 

We are always looking for fun photos, quotes, short training tips 
and anything else that you’d like to share in The Forum.  Please send 
them to navoffice@navhda.org.

THE FORUM  

Photo of the Month

INVITATIONAL BOUND?
THE VHD NEEDS YOU!

You’ve gotten your dog this far, so you must 
have a story to tell. 

We are very interested in hearing about 
training for the Invitational. What was the 
main training issue that you encountered with 
your dog? What did you do to try to correct it? 
And, after the fact, what would you have done 
differently, if anything? Did you train with a 
group from your chapter? 

We’d also like to hear your personal sto-
ries. Does your dog have an interesting back-
ground and history?   

We will be accepting articles, short and 
long... Please, tell us your story!

Zane, a 15-week-old Weimaraner at a 

NAVHDA training weekend in Flagstaff, Arizona.    

Submitted by Lance Larson, Casa Grande, Arizona

HOPE PRAIRIE GR TERRENCE P CLARK
TIN PAN GS SCOTT F. PHELPS
APPASSIONATA BI CLAIRE PHILPOTT   
SADDLE MOUNTAIN SP JANE & KENNETH WIGEN
NO LIMITS GS JEFFREY C. BOSCH
WALKING BEARD GR GARRON & SHEILA RIECHERS
HONOR POINT GS CHARLES N. COULTER & ANNIE N. NUSS  
TKO GS BRADLEY L. WEETS
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CLASSIFIEDS  

Classifieds must be paid for and submitted through the NAVHDA 
Store at www.navhdastore.org in the “Pre-Pay VHD Ads” section. 
All classified ads are limited to 35 words and price is $35.00 for 
all categories. Submission deadline for classifieds is the first of 
the month before the month of issue. For example: deadline for 
November issue is October 1st.  

SHOT SHOW POLICIES
In the August VHD President’s Message, Dave Trahan sug-
gested 2018 annual meeting attendees might want to stay 
longer and attend the SHOT Show later in the week. How-
ever, SHOT Show “Attendance is RESTRICTED to shooting, 
hunting and outdoor trade professionals and commercial 
buyers and sellers of military, law enforcement and tactical 
products and services ONLY. The SHOT Show is not open to 
the general consuming public (e.g., private visitors, hunters, 
sports shooters, members of hunting and sports shooting 
clubs, etc.). NO one under age 16 admitted (including in-
fants).”

Please check out shotshow.com/attendees/attendee-faqs/
if you would like to attend and think you may qualify.

Got something to sell? Why not advertise with us! We have 
online classifieds available through the NAVHDA store and also 
magazine classifieds and regular ad sizes.  For more information, 
go to our website (www.navhda.org) under “Advertise with Us” 
for full details.
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NAVHDA Test Results

ILLOWA 06/03/2017 2017-0075 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
BNJ’S ROCK CREEK HOOKED ON A FEELING GS 9.50 110 I MARIA A APPEL
BRUSH DALE’S RIDING SHOTGUN SM 7.50 112 I LUCINDA OCHOADA
BRUSH DALE’S RULES THE ROOST SM 7.50 108 I BRUCE PRUETT
FUGLEJAEGER D JIXER SM 7.47 112 I CHAD WAGENER

TEETH: EXTRA 105  
LACACCIA’S B GIUSEPPE SM 14.43 112 I MIKE FONKERT
LAKEWOOD’S ENCHANTED BEAUTY SM 13.43 106 I CURTIS L KIEFER
ROCK CREEK INFERNO PP 10.57 101 II STEPHEN M BIRD
STELLAR VISTA GOLDEN SUNSET GR 12.20 89 III STEPHEN P FISHER
THUNDER RIVERS BIG HANDSOME GS 9.17 112 I MITCHELL A RUSHFORD
VULKAN EBEN-EZER SM 14.63 112 I MARK W ALEXANDER

JUDGES:  JAMES B MOE, ANGELA L COENEN, WALTER J RICHARDSON

KETTLE MORAINE 07/15/2017 2017-0140 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
CLADDAGH’S HEADED FOR TORRENTIAL REIGN GW 12.06 112 I THOMAS C WEBER
GAUGE GW 11.26 112 I TIMOTHY M URBANCZYK
GHOST POINT OF THUNDERHILLS BW GW 11.26 110 I CHRISTOPHER J HEDER

COAT: NO FURNISHINGS  
HUNTING HILLS’ DEXTER SM 15.29 89 II DOUGLAS DELONAY

TESTES: NEUTERED  
IWAN’S DISA SOPHIA PP 15.32 112 I KEVIN MATZAT
ROCK CREEK FEIRIE PP 15.94 112 I KARL G SUNDQUIST
SHIOK RIDGE’S BEATRICE GR 15.13 106 I TERRENCE P CLARK
SHIOK RIDGE’S BOIS CHASSEUR GR 15.13 100 III SCOTT A WASS
SHIPPY RANCH’S CORA BELLA MACE SM 13.55 106 I ROD HEINZ

TEETH: EXTRA 205  
THUNDERHEAD’S AUTUMN DAZE GS 12.87 112 I MICHAEL F CORBETT

JUDGES:  JULIE A CARLSTROM, ANGELA L COENEN, WALTER J RICHARDSON

KETTLE MORAINE 07/15/2017 2017-0141 
Utility Test Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
BEAU GS 2.22 182 III MATTHEW J MINICH

TEETH: EXTRA 105  
DRUMMING WOODS MAXIMUS BS 2.32 204 I BRENT E CATURA
GRAND BAYS MIA CANELLA SP 2.24 181 None MOHAMMED S SHAHEEN
HURRICANE BRANDY OLD FASHION GS 5.65 196 I ANGELA L COENEN
RUSTLING MEADOWS SWEET CHOCOLATE GS 4.18 167 None DAVID A ANDERSON

TEETH: UNDERSHOT  
THUNDERHEAD’S HAIL A COMING GS 2.08 189 II WALKER S SMITH

JUDGES:  TODD ROCKHOLD, TRACY A HARMEYER, KENNETH R PIERCE

KETTLE MORAINE 07/16/2017 2017-0142 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
CLADDAGH’S HEAD CASE GW 12.10 92 II JASON R BOLSSEN
KRYSTAL CREEK’S GUNNER GS 12.77 112 I NICK BOEHMKE
KRYSTAL CREEK’S POISON IVY GS 15.06 110 I BRIAN J DEN BOER
MARZOLF X SHADOWS IN THE NIGHT GS 9.19 97 II LUKE LINDSEY

TEETH: MISSING 206  
Utility Test Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
SHOOTING STARR’S TINKER BELL GS 4.09 204 I DAVE J DULAK
THUNDERHEAD’S BRUSH BUSTER GS 5.74 175 None RONALD J STOTT

TEETH: MISSING 205&405  
THUNDERHEAD’S THUNDERING BROOKE GS 5.74 177 None RONALD J STOTT

JUDGES:  JULIE A CARLSTROM, ANGELA L COENEN, WALTER J RICHARDSON

KETTLE MORAINE 07/16/2017 2017-0143 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
ABRA LUXATORI SYLWANN FOREST GW 9.13 101 II COURTNEY J BASTIAN
CAPSTONE’S WHISKEY AMMO GR 8.84 112 I CHRISTINE M POGUE
CJ’S HIGH POINT MAGNUM RUGER GS 14.97 112 I CHAD ALM
CLADDAGH’S BED HEAD GW 12.10 105 II COURTNEY J BASTIAN

TEETH: MISSING 105&205  
HIGH PLAINS MAVIS GR 14.06 112 I WENDY R BIDDICK
OLLIE VOM RAINMAKER GW 15.77 112 I DR FREDRIC J HEIDEMA
ROCK CREEK GUINNESS PP 14.13 110 I BENJAMIN J KOTH
ROCK VON LEISTUNG WAFFEHUNDE GS 14.97 110 I GENE R PETERSEN
SHIOK RIDGE’S BREENSON GR 15.16 99 II SHAUN G PILLER
VJK-MYST GARBONITA’S YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE GS 16.00 107 I DONATO CONSOLE

JUDGES:  TODD ROCKHOLD, SHERYLE J TEPP, TRACY A HARMEYER

MONTANA SHARPTAIL 07/21/2017 2017-0144 
Utility Test Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
DAWG ONALOG’S DEFINITELY DICKENS GR 3.48 184 II JAMES LECHLEITNER
GRIFFS DUKE MADISON GW 4.16 152 None TREVOR L FERGUSON
HERZCOFFS HERO SM 6.16 195 II MICHAEL WIGNOT
HUN HILL ADA TIMBER GR 5.36 178 III DIAN A JOSEPHSON
SILVER BUCKLE LIVEWIRE ROXY GW 6.14 178 III JOHN A ARKINS

TEETH: MISSING 209&210  
YASH VOM WASATCH GW 2.64 166 None DENNIS HAGGARD

JUDGES:  PHILIP F SWAIN, GERALD W GERTISER II, DAN L PFORR

MONTANA SHARPTAIL 07/22/2017 2017-0145 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
BONA’S LUNA II GS 13.52 71 None CARI  AN LEDOSQUET
GLACIER VALLEYZ MADE FOR OCTOBER GR 9.03 112 I CAROL RANDALL
HELVETE HUND’S DUCHESS PENELOPE WM 15.48 94 None DUSTY S SORENSEN
PM’S MELODIUS MANDOLIN WM 6.16 103 II GARY W LOWRANCE
PM’S TUCKER VI 9.97 88 None MATT T CHAPMAN

USED BIRD AT WATER & TEETH: UNDERSHOT  
PRETTY PRAIRIE’S LOKI VOM JOSEY GS 15.19 112 I DEREK MCGILLEN
SPRUCE CREEK LIVEWIRE ACE OF SPADES GW 8.10 112 I G BRIAN RIGGS
THOR’S TROPHY V MAGIC CITY GS 13.32 112 I CARI  AN LEDOSQUET
VIELSEITIGS CREED AT SPRINGRUN GS 14.48 93 III L JANE HANDSCHUMAKER

TEETH: EXTRA 205  
JUDGES:  PHILIP F SWAIN, GERALD W GERTISER II, DAN L PFORR

MONTANA SHARPTAIL 07/23/2017 2017-0146 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
DJ BAR CHEWBACCAS ZELDA GW 14.94 110 I BOBBY T MORGAN
DOOZY PT 13.65 80 None GARY E WHITMAN

USED BIRD AT WATER  
GLACIER FRONTIER SUMMER BETTER THAN OTHERS GR 13.06 97 II STEVEN R OSGOOD
JOSIE VOM ADLERBERG GS 8.42 102 II DONALD S EVANSON

TEETH: 204 MISSING DUE TO INJURY  
KJOTTJEGERN’S GUCCI GL 8.65 108 II WILLIAM F WICHERS
PM’S ROSELLA BELLE WM 6.19 85 None JOHN HIGHTOWER
PRETTY PRAIRIE’S HIS GIRL FRIDAY VOM SHOCO GS 20.97 102 Eval VENUS RAE BROWN
PRETTY PRAIRIE’S NIP N’TUCK VOM SHOCO GS 20.97 89 Eval VENUS RAE BROWN
RANGELANDS PERFECT CHLOE GS 12.77 98 III LOUIS J MARTELL

USED BIRD AT WATER  
THUNDERHEAD’S RAMBLIN ROXY GS 15.84 92 III ROD BARBER

BITE: BUTT BITE  
JUDGES:  PHILIP F SWAIN, GERALD W GERTISER II, DAN L PFORR

DELAWARE VALLEY 07/22/2017 2017-0147 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
BELLAEBRAVE BEST FOR LAST AT BACCHUS SP 14.32 56 None WILLIAM L RUMSEY

USED BIRD AT WATER & TEET: BUTTBITE  
BIRCH SPRING DARK SIDE OF THE MOON BS 15.10 110 I PHILIP A THAYER JR
IWAN’S ELEANOR PP 14.52 108 II JENNIFER L STARR
SHIOK RIDGE’S BENJAMIN JAX GR 15.35 108 I ROBERT E TOMILSON
TIMBER TRAIL’S HERMES SM 15.68 105 II DANIEL MCKILLOP
WILDWINGS WICKED SUMMER HEARTBREAKER GS 14.65 110 I JOHN SCHOCH
Utility Test Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
DECOVERLY’S OCTOBER STORM ES 4.67 163 None ROBERT L SEXTON

JUDGES:  MARK L BULL, TIMOTHY S CLARK, EDWARD A HARRINGTON

DELAWARE VALLEY 07/23/2017 2017-0148 
Natural Ability Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz Owner
BECKA VON DER EULENBIRKE PP 9.68 112 I JOHN E SEMPOWSKI SR
CRYSTAL’S ODYSSEY ARGOS GS 15.10 104 III SHAYLAN T BARLOW
IWAN’S DAISY MAY PP 15.58 100 III JOHN EDWARD SEMPOWSKI JR

TEETH: MISSING 105&205  
MAGAIRLIN DUKE OF ABERCORN IR 15.52 75 None CHRISTOPHER M ORCUTT

TEETH: BUTT BITE  
MAGAIRLIN DUKE OF LEINSTER IR 15.52 100 III CHRISTOPHER M ORCUTT
RIVER RIIDGE HUNTING WITH HANK THE TANK GS 13.84 108 II DONNA F STEWART
SANDSTONES RIDING THE CUSHION BS 13.58 86 None MICHAEL A MOSER

USED BIRD AT WATER  
JUDGES:  RICHARD W HOLT, EDWARD A HARRINGTON, GEOFFREY D FERRER
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Often when a dog is outdoors, whether on land or in
water, he or she is in danger of a snake encounter.
Many variables impact the severity and outcome of a
snakebite, and emergency veterinary care is essential. 

“The amount of venom injected is a critical variable
in a snakebite equation,” says Michael E. Peterson,
DVM, MS, of the Reid Veterinary Hospital in Albany,
Oregon, who has written over 65 book chapters
and veterinary conference lectures on the diagno-
sis and treatment of venomous snakebites in North
America. “The location of the bite, the size of the
dog, and the elapsed time between the dog being
bitten and the arrival at a veterinary facility also
are factors.”

Although there is no reliable data on the number
of dogs bitten annually by snakes, it is important to
know what you can to help avoid snake bites, plus
what to do if you suspect your dog has been bitten.

‘SNAKEPROOF’ YOUR DOG
“Snakeproofing” your dog, or putting your dog

through a snake-avoidance program, can help pre-
pare him or her to react to an offensive strike. This
training conditions a dog to give any snake he or
she encounters, whether via sight, smell, sound, or
some combination thereof, the widest possible berth.

“You can’t eliminate the risk completely,” Dr. Peterson
advises. “If your dog is running full-tilt downwind,
he or she may bump into a snake before he or she
senses it’s there. Luckily, this kind of encounter typically
results in a defensive bite that tends to be less severe.
On the other hand, a dog that hasn’t been ‘snake-
proofed’ may try to actively engage with a snake, which
is likely to result in a more serious offensive strike.”

In a controlled setting, a dog is led toward a live
snake that’s healthy but has been rendered temporarily
incapable of delivering a venomous strike. Rattlesnakes
are generally preferred because the buzz of their
rattle adds a sound association. Whenever the dog
shows the slightest interest in the snake, he or she
receives a firm correction. Through repetition and
reinforcement, the dog learns that snakes are bad
and should be avoided. 

Many sporting dog clubs and organizations, 
particularly in the South and Southwest, sponsor
snake-avoidance clinics or seminars with profes-
sional trainers. Some pro trainers, such as Rody
Best of Best Retrievers in Paige, Texas, also host
snake-avoidance clinics, which are helpful across
the board for all sporting dogs.

“Dogs learn quickly to associate negativity with 
the sight, smell and sound of the snakes,” says
Best. “We encourage owners to enroll their dogs

two years in a row, and then every other year, to 
reinforce the training.”

WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF A SNAKEBITE
Despite efforts to avoid snakebites, it isn’t al-

ways possible.
“The majority of canine snakebites occur on a

dog’s legs and face. The prognosis for bites in these
areas is generally good, but bites to the face can
result in grotesque swelling,” Dr. Peterson says. “Bites
to the body trunk are typically more serious, and
the worst place of all is the tongue due to its abun-
dance of blood vessels, though both are rare.”

The amount of swelling at the site of the strike is
not a reliable indicator of the bite’s severity. A rela-
tively mild bite can result in significant swelling, while
a very serious bite can show little or no swelling.

If you suspect your dog has been bitten by a
snake, it is crucial to seek emergency veterinary
care. Do not apply ice or heat to the wound, nor
should you attempt to cut into the wound and suck
out the venom or apply a bandage to the wound.
Restrain your dog as much as possible and keep
him or her calm to help slow the spread of venom
until you get him or her to the veterinarian. 

“The bottom line is that if your dog has been
struck by a venomous snake, don’t second-guess,”
Dr. Peterson advises. “Drop everything and go to a
veterinary facility as fast as you can. The only
‘snakebite kit’ you need is your car keys, as there’s
nothing you can do in the field that will improve
your dog’s outcome.”

The most desirable scenario, of course, is for your
dog not to get bitten in the first place. Investing in
snake-avoidance training could pay off in a big way.  �

THE DANGER OF SNAKE BITES IN DOGS

VHDmag_Aug2017_Layout 1  8/1/17  11:03 AM  Page 1
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2017 NAVHDA Testing Calendar

Date Chapter/Location Test Type Contact Telephone E-mail 
Sep 1-3 Southern Adirondack NY NA/UPT/UT Leon Hairie 518/871 1816 lhairie@aol.com
Sep 2-4 New Brunswick NB NA/UPT/UT Paige Pettis 506/999 4746 paigepettis@hotmail.com
Sep 2-3 Minnesota MN NA/UPT/UT Bryan Thomas 612/916 3737 b-thoma@comcast.net
Sep 2-3 Delaware Valley NJ NA/UPT/UT Daniel Czarniak 609/351 8732 dczarniak@yahoo.com
Sep 2 Northern Michigan MI NA Jeffrey Ebert 231/838 5676 jeff.ebert@rocketmail.com
Sep 8-10 Treasure Valley ID NA/UPT/UT Penny Masar 208/278 5550 pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
Sep 8-10 Yankee ME NA/UPT/UT Alexander Runyon 207/841 0630 runyon@maine.rr.com
Sep 8-10 Pacific Northwest WA NA/UPT/UT Brandon Smith 425/280 4921 smith.cornerstone@gmail.com
Sep 8-10 Sebasticook ME NA/UPT/UT Marie Wade 207/778 4868 uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
Sep 8-10 Shenango PA NA/UPT/UT Marion Siebert 412/751 0214 sieset@comcast.net
Sep 9-10 Ontario Grand River ON NA Jan Wolff 519/759 1674 vizslat@rogers.com
Sep 9-10 Minnesota MN NA Jason Mckinzie 763/300 9284 mckinzie75@hotmail.com
Sep 16-17 Missouri Uplands MO NA/UPT/UT Shannon Mcgarrity 901/237 8967 smcgrrtyuofm@gmail.com
Sep 21-24 Central Oregon OR NA/UPT/UT Larry Stone 541/280 5602 larrystone@bendbroadband.com
Sep 22-24 Illowa IA NA/UPT/UT Bobette Benson 309/337 7708 spinoni@louisacomm.net
Sep 22 Appalachian Valley OH NA/UPT/UT Vincent Wehrle 614/519 8764 vinw99@yahoo.com
Sep 23-24 Southern New England CT NA/UPT/UT Joshua Flowers 845/661 8354 flowersjosh@att.net
Sep 23-24 Appalachian Valley OH NA/UPT/UT Vincent Wehrle 614/519 8764 vinw99@yahoo.com
Sep 23-24 Rock Tavern NY NA/UPT/UT Christopher Orcutt 860/342 5724 corcutt01@comcast.net
Sep 23 Potomac MD NA/UPT/UT James Norfleet 703/727 4853 n2bama@comcast.net
Sep 23-24 Southern Tier Of New York NY NA/UPT/UT Daniel Kremers 315/420 3764 dkremers@gmail.com
Sep 23-24 Keystone PA NA/UT John Wolfe 610/613 1482 wolfejohn88@yahoo.com
Sep 23-24 Toronto Ontario ON NA/UT Pat Pacitti 416/737 9487 patpacitti@rogers.com
Sep 23-24 Delmarva DE NA/UPT/UT Marc St Jean 302/698 5356 marc@tnias.org
Sep 23-24 Northern Illinois WI NA/UPT/UT Amber Glaves 262/206 3159 glavesa911@yahoo.com
Sep 23-24 Potomac MD NA/UPT/UT James Norfleet 703/727 4853 n2bama@comcast.net
Sep 29-Oct 1 Mid-ohio OH NA/UPT/UT Calvin Harpe 440/774 6401 calvinator@zoominternet.net
Sep 29 Mid South TN NA/UPT/UT Jeff Lorenzini 770/251 9272 jblbop@att.net
Sep 30-Oct 1 Midwest Tri State SD NA/UT Anitra Balchan 520/235 5541 anitrabalchan@gmail.com
Sep 30-Oct 1 Mid South TN NA/UPT/UT Jeff Lorenzini 770/743 9019 jblbop@att.net
Sep 30-Oct 1 Spoon River IL NA/UPT/UT Randy Ashman 217/840 6681 rashman@usd116.org
Oct 7-8 Ok-navhda OK NA/UPT/UT Sandy Clendenny 405/293 6268 sclendenny@gmail.com
Oct 7-8 Pocono Mountain PA NA/UPT/UT Kyle Hough 570/249 1415 deadeyedicky@hotmail.com
Oct 7-8 Chesapeake VA NA/UPT/UT Daphne Gray 804/493 7354 windstormgsp@aol.com
Oct 7-8 Illinois IL NA/UT Mark Belew 224/430 3356 markbelew1@sbcglobal.net
Oct 7-8 Mokan KS NA/UPT/UT John Corrigan 540/295 3421 mokannavhda@jackquest.com
Oct 7-8 Pocono Mountain PA NA/UPT/UT Dane Smith 904/334 2944 daneesmith@gmail.com
Oct 13-15 Zia NM NA/UPT/UT Kathy Elsberry 505/670 6752 els@cybermesa.com
Oct 13-15 Heartland NE NA/UPT/UT Pamela Robinson 402/202 6140 probinson6@neb.rr.com
Oct 14 Heartland NE NA/UPT/UT Pamela Robinson 402/202 6140 probinson6@neb.rr.com
Oct 14-15 Carolinas NC NA/UPT/UT Kimberly Lewis 850/602 2515 klewis700@ymail.com
Oct 14-15 Carolinas NC NA/UPT/UT Kimberly Lewis 850/602 2515 klewis700@ymail.com
Nov 3-5 Southern California CA NA/UPT/UT Patricia Beaver 951/662 1934 pabeaver2@aol.com
Nov 4-5 Tarheel NC NA/UPT/UT Kyley Googins-caldwell 910/514 6059 kyley.googins@gmail.com
Nov 11-12 Florida Palmetto FL NA/UPT/UT Danelle Snyder 321/750 7386 dysnyder58@gmail.com
Nov 11-12 Rappahannock VA NA/UPT/UT Alyssa Pease 703/765 5715 spinonecos@yahoo.com
Nov 17-19 Grand Canyon Of Arizona AZ NA/UPT/UT Jim Carpenter 602/397 5759 jcarpen323@wildblue.net
Nov 18-19 Inland Empire CA NA/UT John O’donnell 760/500 5231 odojohn@aol.com
Nov 18-19 Lone Star TX NA/UPT/UT Megan Murphy 281/989 5933 megan-murphy@att.net
Dec 2-3 Texas TX NA/UPT/UT Gregory Kadesch 817/271 7878 silvermallard@1scom.net

2017 NAVHDA Special Events

Date Chapter/Location  Event Contact Telephone E-mail
Sep 14-17 Buckeye/Bloomingdale, OH  Invitational NAVHDA Office 847/253-6488 navoffice@navhda.org

2018 NAVHDA Testing Calendar

Date Chapter/Location Test Type Contact Telephone E-mail
Mar 2-4 The Valley Of The Sun AZ NA/UPT/UT Daniel Wittman 623/237 2790 wits-end_knl@msn.com
Apr 13 Northern California CA NA/UPT/UT Jennifer Roney 916/765 5930 jenbaker7404@gmail.com
Apr 14-15 Great Central Valley CA NA/UPT/UT Russell Cleland 530/340 5255 russ@motherlodegundogs.com
May 19-20 Wisconsin River WI NA/UPT/UT Anne Zeches 608/334 5022 atzforever@yahoo.com
May 19-20 Midwest Tri State SD NA Tate Martinsen 605/261 8141 tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
Jun 1-3 Midwest Tri State SD NA/UPT/UT Tate Martinsen 605/261 8141 tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
Jun 2-3 Illowa IA NA Michelle Wilbers 563/672 3291 michelle@brushdale.com
Aug 11-12 Wisconsin River WI NA/UPT/UT Anne Zeches 608/334 5022 atzforever@yahoo.com
Aug 17-19 Central Dakota ND NA/UPT/UT Mary Anne Mckenzie 701/425 1293 maryanne.mckenzie@yahoo.com
Aug 24-26 Midwest Tri State SD NA/UPT/UT Tate Martinsen 605/261 8141 tatemartinsen@yahoo.com

The most recent versions of these calendars are available on the NAVHDA website at www.navhda.org.
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Living Up To The efforT, Time and TrUsT! 

The Best in Electronic Dog Training Equipment, Sales, 
Trades, Repairs, Parts and Great Customer Service! 

800-430-2010  www.collarclinic.com

“Jager “

1517 Northern Star Dr. Traverse City MI  49696

NAVHDAad2015V3.indd   1 7/1/2015   3:53:25 PM

Become a Pheasants Forever Member Today and 
Claim Your FREE PF Leash & Collapsible Dog 

Bowl, Your Best Friend Will Thank You!

www.pheasantsforever.org/NAVHDA

Help Us Protect the Healthy 
Habitat and Wild Places You and 

Your Bird Dog Love to Roam.  2018 ANNUAL MEETING
   
WHEN:   JANUARY 18-21, 2018 

WHERE:  SOUTH POINT HOTEL CASINO                       
 9777 SOUTH LAS VEGAS BLVD
 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89183
  702-796-7111 
                      GROUP NAME:  NAVHDA
                      GROUP CODE:   NAV0117

AIRPORT: MCCARRAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
 FREE SHUTTLE TO AND FROM THE HOTEL
 
HOST: VALLEY OF THE SUN CHAPTER
                     

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE EMAIL:    
TRACY REINKE, AZTARCAPTION@GMAIL.COM 
DAN WITTMAN, WITS-END_KNL@MSN.COM

FOR LINKS, FORMS AND MORE INFORMATION GO TO:
WWW.NAVHDA.ORG/NEWS-EVENTS/ANNUAL-MEETING
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Written by experts for  experts  
and those who want to be. 
Visit our website at www.pointingdogjournal.com  
to order a current, no-obligation examination issue of 
The Pointing Dog Journal — the Sporting Dog Authority.
Visit www.pointingdogjournal.com

As a member of NAVHDA,  you want  

your versatile dog to do it all. For  

20 years, The Pointing Dog Journal  

has been helping hunting dog

owners do just that.

call 844-251-2652 for your no-obligation issue!

Seek, Point, & Retrieve

NAVHDA members are eligible for a special  
$5 savings off our regular subscription  
price – so you can get yours for only $21.95  
for six issues!

• 6 great issues a year

• Special e-mail articles of our  
Traveling Wingshooter gamebird forecasts

• Access to our exclusive online content  
that includes a bulletin board, articles,  
and video shooting tips.


